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Dear MRS. EVABEL BELL
345 WEST RIVER ST.
ELYRIA, OHIO

PLEASE ADDRESS ME AS SHOWN BELOW UNTIL OTHERWISE ADVISED.

PVT. JOHN P. BELL
35052495
78TH SIGNAL CO.
APO 28

The above COMPLETE ADDRESS should be placed on ALL MAIL sent to me. MY CODE

CABLE ADDRESS IS EMMOC

Normal signature John P. Bell

NOTE.—Newspapers and magazines may need your old address for correct processing. When advising publishers of change of address, complete the following:

My old address was


HAVE YOU FILLED IN COMPLETE ADDRESS AT TOP?
This piece of correspondence is a typed up form to be filled in via typewriter and/or pen by soldiers. It gives the recipient the formal address to which to write correspondence and send cables to soldiers. Private Bell has filled in most of it with a typewriter, but also hand-wrote some portions. He has signed it as well.